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SSD: Towards Better Text-Image Consistency
Metric in Text-to-Image Generation
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Abstract—Generating consistent and high-quality images from
given texts is essential for visual-language understanding. Al-
though impressive results have been achieved in generating high-
quality images, text-image consistency is still a major concern
in existing GAN-based methods. Particularly, the most popular
metric R-precision may not accurately reflect the text-image
consistency, often resulting in very misleading semantics in
the generated images. Albeit its significance, how to design a
better text-image consistency metric surprisingly remains under-
explored in the community. In this paper, we make a further
step forward to develop a novel CLIP-based metric termed as
Semantic Similarity Distance (SSD), which is both theoretically
founded from a distributional viewpoint and empirically verified
on benchmark datasets. Benefiting from the proposed metric, we
further design the Parallel Deep Fusion Generative Adversarial
Networks (PDF-GAN) that aims at improving text-image consis-
tency by fusing semantic information at different granularities
and capturing accurate semantics. Equipped with two novel
plug-and-play components: Hard-Negative Sentence Constructor
and Semantic Projection, the proposed PDF-GAN can mitigate
inconsistent semantics and bridge the text-image semantic gap. A
series of experiments show that, as opposed to current state-of-
the-art methods, our PDF-GAN can lead to significantly better
text-image consistency while maintaining decent image quality
on the CUB and COCO datasets.

Index Terms—Text-to-image, Image Generation, Generative
Adversarial Networks

I. INTRODUCTION

Generating images from text descriptions, usually known
as Text-to-Image Generation (T2I), is a challenging task that
requires both generating high-quality images and maintain-
ing text-image consistency. Although Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs) based methods [1]–[7] have achieved im-
pressive results in generating high-quality images from text de-
scriptions, they still struggle to keep the text-image consistency
within complex semantics. Once the text descriptions become
more complex, the semantics of the generated image will likely
mismatch its text, although it comes with a high-quality score.
Thus, the measurement of text-image consistency remains a
critical concern in T2I generation.

Albeit its significance, how to design a better text-image
consistency metric surprisingly remains under-explored in the
community. To illustrate it clearly, we conduct a simple ex-
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Text-Image ConsistencyBad Good

Fig. 1: Illustration of synthesized images with CFID, CS, R,
and SSD score for Attn-GAN, DM-GAN, DAE-GAN, DF-
GAN, and our PDF-GAN. Better metric scores are highlighted
with higher saturation. SSD demonstrates much better text-
image consistency than R, CS and CFID.

periment for current potential text-image consistency metrics
in Fig. 1.1

The most widely used T2I synthesis metric, R-precision
(R) [8], judges text-image consistency by evaluating if the
generated image is more consistent with the given text than
the other 99 randomly sampled texts. Such a measure may
not accurately reflect the direct consistency between texts
and images. The right-most column of Fig. 1 shows that the
R score on ground truth (GT) is even seriously worse than
synthetic images.2 It results in very misleading semantics in
the generated image. As highlighted by rectangles in Fig. 1,
DAE-GAN achieves the highest R, but still produces very text-
inconsistent images. Meanwhile, random sampling may also
be highly biased by datasets. The more significant variation
between the sampled texts and the given descriptions leads
to significantly better scores on more diverse datasets (i.e.,
COCO [9] v.s. CUB [10] in Fig. 1 (R)).

Semantic Object Accuracy (SOA) [11], one recently-
proposed metric specifically designed for evaluating multi-
object text-image consistency, would still fail to measure the
entire semantic consistency without evaluating object attributes
and relationships. More seriously, SOA cannot be applied to

1SSD, CS and CFID in this paper are scaled by 100 for better readability.
SOA is omitted since it cannot be applied to CUB.

2We use the 99 random samples that can reproduce the R in AttnGAN [8]
to calculate R on GT pairs.
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Fig. 2: Diagram of semantic redundancies. Real images
often obtains semantics that may not have been described
by given texts. This naturally causes semantic gap.
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Fig. 3: (a) T-SNE map of CLIP embeddings for randomly
sampled GT text-image pairs in the CUB dataset. (b)
Examples generated of different components are added.

datasets where only one object usually appears in the generated
images, such as CUB.

To alleviate these issues, researchers have to rely on Human
Evaluation [7]. However, the process is usually costly, and its
settings vary a lot among different methods, making it harder
to apply in practical scenarios.

In this work, we make a further step forward and propose
a novel CLIP-based text-image consistency metric from a
distributional viewpoint, termed Semantic Similarity Distance
(SSD). For T2I synthesis tasks, CLIP offers a joint language-
vision embedding space where the similarity between semantic
distributions of images and text can be directly measured. Our
SSD is designed by combining two terms: 1) the first-moment
term measures directly the text-image semantic similarity,
reflecting the semantic bias between generated images and
texts; 2) the second-moment term evaluates the difference
of semantic variation between synthesized and real images
conditioned on texts, suggesting that the diversity of semantics
in the generated images should also be consistent with that
of the real images. The second term can bring more credit
to precise semantics, balancing the evaluation between overall
and detailed consistency. Moreover, due to the large-scale pre-
trained CLIP, SSD alleviates the bias in datasets and can be
compared across different datasets.

On the theoretical front, we show that SSD’s rationale is

rooted in using a modified Wasserstein Distance for measuring
the divergence of two distributions. We also show that it
can be closely linked with two recent metrics, CLIPScore
(CS) [12] and Conditional Frechet Inception Distanc (CFID)
[13], but exhibits more desirable properties in measuring
the semantic consistency. CS directly evaluates the similarity
between images and texts’ CLIP [14] embeddings, merely
accounting for the first term in SSD. As shown in Fig. 1,
generated images may even achieve better CS than GT,
partially showing its limitation as a metric. Meanwhile, we
show that CFID inappropriately measures the distance between
text-conditioned real and fake image distributions, which is
seriously affected by semantic redundancies (i.e. the semantics
not specified by given texts as shown in Fig. 2) in real images.
Fig. 1 also illustrates its incapability of measuring text-image
consistency.

With the benefits of SSD, there are two findings as follows:
1) Different levels of semantic information can significantly
help with text-image consistency. However, the semantic
gap [15] will cause optimization conflicts between adversarial
loss and semantic perceptual loss [8], as shown in Fig. 3 (a).
As such, brutally adding semantic perceptual loss weakens
the semantic supervision, leading to a sub-optimal perfor-
mance in text-image consistency. 2) The mismatched samples
for discrimination usually utilize shifted samples in a batch
or random samples from other classes, which may lead to
degradation of text-image consistency, especially in case of
contrastive losses.

According to the above findings, we propose a novel one-
stage T2I generation framework named PDF-GAN as Fig. 5,
consisting of Parallel Fusion Modules (PFMs) with semantic
perceptual losses to fuse different-level granularity textual
data. To further improve text-image consistency, we design
two novel plug-and-play modules: Hard-Negative Sentence
Constructor (HNSC) and Semantic Projection (SProj). HNSC
constructs stable and controllable hard negative textural sam-
ples instead of sampling mismatched textual samples from the
dataset to alleviate dataset bias. SProj constrains the optimiza-
tion direction of semantic loss, projecting it to the direction
that does not conflict with the adversarial loss to overcome the
semantic gap. As Fig. 3 (b) shows, our PDF-GAN with HNSC
and SProj significantly improves text-image consistency while
maintaining decent image quality. Our code is available at
https://github.com/zhaorui-tan/PDF-GAN/tree/main.

Our contributions are summarized threefold:
• We introduce a novel metric, Semantic Similarity Dis-

tance, which evaluates both text-image similarity and se-
mantic variation difference between generated images and
real images conditioned by the texts. SSD is theoretically
well founded and can be cross-compared on different
datasets.

• We propose a novel framework, Parallel Deep Fusion
Generative Adversarial Networks (PDF-GAN), with se-
mantic perceptual losses and PFMs to fuse semantic
information at different levels.

• We design an HNSC that mines hard negative textual
samples and SProj that alleviates the semantic gap and
enhances text-image consistency.

https://github.com/zhaorui-tan/PDF-GAN/tree/main
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II. RELATED WORK

A. GANs for T2I

To improve the image quality and size in the first GAN-
based approach [16], most methods adopt a multi-stage ar-
chitecture for a coarse-to-fine generating process [8], [17]–
[20]. The attention mechanism [8], [21]–[24] and extra
networks [20], [25]–[29] are frequently applied to emphasize
the semantics. DF-GAN [7] proposes a one-stage backbone
with Deep Fusion Blocks using Affine and a one-way dis-
criminator output with Matching-Aware Gradient Penalty. It
avoids entanglements between generators without using the
computationally expensive cross attention.

B. Contrastive Language-Image Pre-training

CLIP [14] is a large-scale multi-modal pre-training model
that maps images and language to a joint latent space, aligning
them by maximizing their Cosine similarity. CLIP has been
widely used as pre-trained encoders for T2I GAN-based mod-
els [30], [31], transformer-based generators [32], and diffusion
models [33].

C. Text-Image Consistency Metrics

Built upon the Cosine similarity between image and text
embeddings, the widely-used metric R [8] evaluates if the
generated image is more similar to the GT texts than random
samples from the dataset. R does not measure directly the
semantic consistency, which may be highly biased by the
dataset. To this end, SOA [11] uses a pre-trained object
detection model to evaluate whether an object mentioned by
text exists in the generated image. Failing to measure the entire
semantic consistency, SOA cannot be applied to datasets where
only one object appears in the generated images (e.g. CUB).
Owing to CLIP’s popularity, CS [12] is designed for image
captioning, yet Cosine similarity of CLIP embeddings may
not explicitly bind attributes to objects and neglects semantic
variations [33]. With the conditional distribution, CFID [13]
evaluates the distance between text-conditioned fake and real
image distributions. However, directly aligning fake and real
distributions may mismatch the redundant parts in real images,
i.e. those contents not specified by texts. This severely affects
CFID’s effect in measuring text-image consistency.

III. SEMANTIC SIMILARITY DISTANCE

In this section, we set out our novel metric for quantitatively
evaluating T2I models. For better measuring the text-image
consistency, our metric evaluates not only direct text-image
semantic similarity but also the semantic variation difference
between synthesized and real images conditioned on texts.
From a distributional perspective, we assume that normalized
embeddings of generated image ẽf , real image ẽr, and text
ẽs distributions are all Gaussian-like distributions Φ in a joint
language-vision embedding space (CLIP space):

Qf = Φ(mf ,Cff ) , Qr = Φ(mr,Crr) , Qs = Φ(ms,Css) ,

where m and C denote the mean and covariance; f , r
and s mean the generated images, real images, and texts,

respectively. Conditioned on the same text s, the generated and
real images’s conditional distribution, Qf |s,Qr|s, are given as:

Qf |s = Φ(mf |s,Cff |s) ,Qr|s = Φ(mr|s,Crr|s) ,

where Cff |s and Crr|s represent conditional covariances of ẽf
and ẽr that are constant and independent of condition ẽs. We
are now ready to define our Semantic Similarity Distance.

Definition 1. As the ultimate goal is to measure the semantic
distance among ẽf and ẽs, we consider the distance between
Qf , and Qs, and the distance between Qff |s and Qrr|s. Our
SSD is then defined as follows:

SSD(Qf ,Qs,Qf |s,Qr|s) = [1− cos(mf ,ms)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
SS

+ (1)

||d(Cff |s)− d(Crr|s)||2︸ ︷︷ ︸
dSV

, (2)

where d(·) represents matrix’s the diagonal part. SS and dSV
represents the first and second term of SSD respectively.

Since a pre-trained CLIP model is used to map the image
and text to a joint language-vision embedding space, it is
intuitive to measure their embeddings’ Cosine distance, as
done in the first-moment term of Eq. (1). Due to the semantic
gap between Qf and Qs, solely measuring the Cosine distance
cannot fully reflect the distribution divergence. We then take
Qf |s and Qr|s into consideration to bridge the semantic gap.
We argue that if a model can fully capture semantics, its
generated images should share the same semantic variation as
the real images. Semantic variation can also help bind objects
and attributes, leading to more precise semantic alignment.
Note that we do not align Qf |s and Qr|s directly because it
over-concerns the redundancies that are not described by the
text. Therefore, we design a second-moment term in Eq. (1)
to evaluate the semantic variation by calculating the diagonal
differences between text conditioned covariance of fake and
real image distributions.

Subsequently, we will support the plausibility of SSD by
proving some lemmas.

Lemma 1. If C is a non-negative diagonal matrix, the second-
moment term can be rewritten as:

||d(Cff |s)− d(Crr|s)||2 ∝ Tr[(C
1
2

ff |s − C
1
2

ff |s)
2] (3)

= Tr[Cff |s + Crr|s − 2(C
1
2

ff |sCrr|sC
1
2

ff |s)
1
2 ] . (4)

Proof. According to [34], conditional covariances can be
equivalently written as follows:

Cff |s = Cff − CfsC−1ss Csf , Crr|s = Crr − CrsC−1ss Csr .

C∗∗ is defined as a covariance matrix, which is positive
semi-definite. Meanwhile, in CLIP space we only focus the
diagonal part of C because CLIP tries to maximize the Cosine
similarity between embeddings via training. Thus C can be
simplified as a non-negative diagonal matrix. Therefore for
Eq. (4), we have:

Tr[Cff |s + Crr|s − 2(C
1
2

ff |sCrr|sC
1
2

ff |s)
1
2 ]

=Tr[d(Cff |s) + d(Crr|s)− 2(d(Cff |s)
1
2 d(Crr|s)d(Cff |s)

1
2 )

1
2 ] .
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For the diagonal part, it has:

σff |s + σrr|s − 2(σff |s
1
2 σrr|s σff |s

1
2 )

1
2

=σff |s + σrr|s − 2(σff |s σrr|s)
1
2

=[σff |s
1
2 − σrr|s

1
2 ]2 ∝ [σff |s − σrr|s]2 ,

where σ∗∗ is the diagonal part of C∗∗. Therefore, for Eq. (4)
we have:

Tr[Cff |s + Crr|s − 2(C
1
2

ff |sCrr|sC
1
2

ff |s)
1
2 ]

= Tr[(d(Cff |s)
1
2 − d(Crr|s)

1
2 )2] ∝ ||d(Cff |s)− d(Crr|s)||2 .

Thus, Eq. (3) is proportional to Eq. (4).

Lemma 2. When mf ,ms are normalized, the first-moment
term can be rewritten as:

1− cos(mf ,ms) , ||mf −ms||2 . (5)

Proof. Cosine distance is equivalent to Euclidean distance of
normalized vectors. In CLIP space, mf ,ms are normalized
embeddings of generated image ẽf and text ẽs.

We now show how our SSD can be theoretically linked
with the other metrics including CS and CFID in T2I synthesis,
but exhibits more desirable characteristics.

Proposition 1. If we only use the first term in Eq. (1), our
SSD is converted to CLIP-Score (CS).

Proof. The Cosine similarity term cos(mf ,ms) in Eq. (5) of
SS is equivalent to CS:

cos(mf ,ms) = E [ cos(ẽf , ẽs) ] ∝ ω
∗ E [ max( cos( ẽf , ẽs ), 0) ] = CS( ẽf , ẽs ),

where ω is a constant scale-coefficient used in CS.

Proposition 2. If we measure the distance between mf |s
and mr|s for the first term, SSD will be proportional to
Conditional Frechet Inception Distance (CFID).

Proof. By Lemma 1 and 2, SSD can be rewritten as:

SSD ∝ ||mf −ms||2

+ Tr[Cff |s + Crr|s − 2(C
1
2

ff |sCrr|sC
1
2

ff |s)
1
2 ] . (6)

If we use mf |s and mr|s for the first term, we have:

||mf |s −mr|s||2+

Tr[Cff |s + Crr|s − 2(C
1
2

ff |sCrr|sC
1
2

ff |s)
1
2︸ ︷︷ ︸

TrSV

] (7)

= CFID(Qff |s, Qrr|s) . (8)

Then Eq. (1) can be changed to CFID.

A. Text-based Semantic Similarity Distance

Since SSD measures the semantic distance between texts
and generated images as well as the text-conditioned variation
difference between synthesized images and real image seman-
tic distributions, it can also be applied to image captioning
tasks subject to slight modification.

Definition 2. SSD in Eq.(1) based on images can be easily
altered as SSDT which is based on texts and can be applied
for the image captioning (image-to-text) task:

SSDT =SSD(Qfs,Qr,Qfs|r,Qs|r) (9)

=[1− cos(mfs,mr)] + ||d(Cfsfs|r)− d(Css|r)||2 ,
(10)

where fs represents fake captions.

We have conducted a series of experiments as shown in
Table IV on CUB dataset to show that our SSDT also reflects
image-text consistency for image captioning.

B. SSD’s Significance

As shown in Fig. 4, CS only evaluate the first-moment
distance between ms and mf , which is not enough because
the generated image should maintain the shape of Qf |s which
is a partial Qr|s. CFID only evaluates the first-moment and
second-moment distance between Qf |s and Qr|s whose mr|s
cannot get rid of undesribed redundancies. Our SSD measures
the the first-moment distance between ms and mf , and the
distortion of Qf |s by comparing its second-moment distance
with Qr|s.

Our new proposed SSD can be comprehended as evaluating
direct consistency between text and images as a first-moment
bias term and semantic variation difference between fake
images and real images conditioned by text as a second-
moment variation term. The first term of SSD is an inversed
scaled CS and the second term is a minor correction of the
first term that reflects the conditioned semantic distribution
distortion of synthesized images, which is similar to the second
term of CFID.

In contrast, CS ignores the second-moment variation term,
thus causing weakness in estimating semantic variations. It
neglects that even if two distributions are very close, the
semantics distribution in each modality can be distorted. CFID
inappropriately considers the first-moment bias term as the
difference between fake and real image distributions, which
may mismatch the redundancy contents in the images. Eq. (1)
focuses on measuring primary semantic changes, bringing
more consistent attention to the major semantics variation than
Eq. (7). Semantic gap hinders CFID measuring between real
and generated image semantic distributions. For example, the
text ‘a cute dog’ with a real image presents ‘a cut dog with
a birthday hat’, and the generated image presents ‘a running
cute dog’. The generated image does not match the real image
but matches the text. Our experiments also empirically verify
the drawbacks of CS, CFID in Table II, and Table IV where
generated and modified results exceed GT on CS and CFID
fails on text-image consistency.
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Furthermore, since we use CLIP as encoders rather than
random sampling, our metric mitigates the bias in GT data,
enabling a convenient comparison across different datasets. As
shown in Fig. 1, our SSD indeed reflects better text-image
consistency than the other metrics.

IV. PARALLEL DEEP FUSION GAN

In order to appraise our SSD’s feasibility, we further pro-
pose PDF-GAN that aims to improving text-image consistency
under the guidance of SSD. In this section, we present the
Parallel Deep Fusion Generative Adversarial Networks (PDF-
GAN) equipped with Hard-negative Sentence Constructor
(HNSC) and Semantic Projection (SProj). PDF-GAN fuses
semantic information at different levels by using Parallel
Fusion Modules (PFM). For semantic supervision, global
and local discriminators, semantic perceptual losses, and a
contrastive loss are adopted. To capture semantic information
in texts more precisely and robustly, HNSC creates stable and
controllable hard negative samples, and SProj can overcome
the semantic gap by constraining the semantic optimization
direction.

A. Parallel Fusion

In our model, CLIP is used as an encoder to map images
and texts into a joint semantic space. Guided by SSD, we
confirm that using textual data at different levels improves text-
image consistency. Global-level feature {eg}1 is the caption

embedding. Local-level features {el}n are Aspects embed-
dings which are n key phrases extracted from the caption [22].
For example, ‘this black bird has yellow eyes and a long
neck’, its aspects {a}n=3 are [‘this black bird’, ‘yellow eyes’,
‘long neck’]. Conditioned by {eg}1 and {el}n, the generation
process is xf = G(z | {eg}1, {el}n) (G(z) for short), where
z ∼ N(0, 1) is a given noise and xf is the generated image.

In Generator G, we propose PFM for efficient fusion
between global and local features. PFM takes the output from
previous steps as inputs and {eg}1 and {el}n as conditions (in
Fig. 6 (c)). The input ht−1 is first upsampled to h′t−1, then
deep fusion (DF) is conducted on two groups of conditions.
After DF, fused features from two branches are concatenated
by channels and then go through a convolution layer and
outputted as ht. Especially for the Local DF branch in Fig. 6
(b), we modify the Fusion Block from DF-GAN [7] to take
local features. In Fig. 6 (a), two groups of MLPs learn the
scale and the bias conditioned by local semantics, respectively.
Input ht−1 is first expanded to the proper shape, then scaled
and biased. The conditioned features are averaged and passed
to later processors. Using PFM to fuse multiple levels of
textual information efficiently, our PDF-GAN capture precise
semantics while maintaining decent image quality. We use two
PFMs in our experiments due to memory limitations.

B. Hard-negative Sentence Constructor
HNSC constructs hard negative sentence samples by ran-

domly replacing tokens in the given description according to
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the Part of Speech (POS). Nouns, verbs, and adjectives are
replaced by other nouns, verbs, and adjectives. For example,
for the text ‘this bird is blue on its tail and has a long pointy
beak,’ our HNSC will randomly replace a certain percentage
of words by its POS, (change ‘blue’ to ‘red,’ ‘tail’ to ‘head,’
etc.). Candidates for replacement are gathered from the dataset.
HNSC produces stable and controllable hard negative textual
samples which force discriminators to learn precise semantics.

C. Training Objectives

We adopt the hinge loss [35] for Discriminator D and
Generator G. D usually takes four kinds of pairs: fake image
with real text (G(z), e), real image with real text (x, e), fake
image with mismatched text (G(z), em) and real image with
mismatched text (x, em). To capture semantic information at
the global and local levels, we use two discriminators Dg

and Dl. For each D given by matched k conditions {e}k,
and mismatched k conditions {em}k, the loss with modified
Matching Aware Gradient Penalty [7] is defined as:

LD = Exr∼Pr,e∈{e}k [1−Dg(x, e)]

+
1

2
[Exr∼Pr,em∈{em}k [1 +Dg(x, em)]

+ EG(z)∼Pg,e∈{e}k [1 +Dg(G(z), e)]]

+ qEx∼Pr
[(|| 5x Dg(x, ē)||+ || 5e D(x, ē)||)p] . (11)

The penalized term uses averaged {e}k as the condition.
Loss functions for Dg and Dl both follow Eq. (11) with
that the given conditions {e}k and {em}k are global level
{eg}1, {emg}1 and local level {el}n, {eml}n, respectively.
Notice that {emg}1 is hard-negative sentence constructed by
HNSC and {eml}n are mismatched aspects from the batch. q
and p are hyper-parameters set to 2.0 and 6 in our experiments.
The adversarial loss of G is defined as:

La =− EG(z)∼Pg
[Dg(G(z), {eg}1)]

− EG(z)∼Pg
[Dl(G(z), {el}n)] . (12)

To enhance semantic information at different levels in G, we
adopt global and local semantic perceptual losses Lg , Ll:

Lg = fC(G(z̃))T · ẽg , Ll =
1

n

n∑
i=1

fC(G(z̃))T · ẽil.

Algorithm 1 Semantic Projection in One Step
Require: Training data({eg}1, {el}n), generator G, discriminators
Dl, Dg , and z ∼ N(0, 1)

1: x′ = G(z | {eg}1.{el}n)
2: y′g = Dg(x′ | {eg}1), y′l = Da(x′ | {el}n)
3: Calculate loss LDg , LDl for Dg , Dl . See Eq. (11).
4: δDg ←5LDg , δDl ←5LDl

5: θDg ← θ − αδDg , θDl ← θ − αδDl

6: Calculate La, Ls . See Eq. (14).
7: δa ←5La, δs ←5Ls

8: δ̄s ← PROJECT(δa, δs) . See Eq. (15).
9: θG ← θG − (αaδa + αsδ̄s)

Return: x′

A contrastive loss Lc is introduced to further repel mismatched
samples:

Lc =
fC(G(z̃))T · ẽmg

fC(G(z̃))T · ẽmg + fC(G(z̃))T · ẽg
. (13)

The final generative loss LG combines above four losses:

LG = λ(Lg + Ll + Lc)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Semantic loss Ls

+ La︸︷︷︸
Adversarial loss

(14)

where we set λ = 10 empirically in our experiments.

D. Semantic Projection

Since the semantic gap in CLIP space causes conflicts in
optimization directions between La and Ls, we design SProj
to overcome the conflicts (see Fig. 3(a)). Inspired by GEM
for continuous learning [36], we treat minimizing La and Ls

as two tasks. Instead of training on two tasks alternately, we
optimize them simultaneously. Algorithm 1 shows the training
and protocol of SProj in one step. In each step, after we
calculate the gradients δa, δs for La and Ls, we conduct
PROJECT on δs before we process backpropagation on both
tasks. If there is a direction conflict, the semantic optimization
direction δs will be re-projected to a new direction δ̄s in which
it can optimize for Ls while not enlarging La. PROJECT is
defined as: For gradients ∆ := −(δa, δs), if 〈δa, δs〉 ≥ 0, we
solve the Quadratic Program to get solution ϑ∗ for ϑ:

min
ϑ

1/2 [ϑT ∆∆T + δTs ∆Tϑ] , s.t. ϑ ≥ 0 . (15)

The projected gradients can then be updated as δ̂ = GTϑ∗ +
gs. With SProj, the model can converge to the closest point
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Parameters CUB COCO Parameters CUB COCO
TRUNCATED NOISE False True MAX EPOCH 600 120

MAX ATTR NUM 3 3 DISCRIMINATOR LR e-4 * 2 e-4 * 2
MAX ATTR LEN 5 5 GENERATOR LR 2e-4 / 2 2e-4 / 2

BASE SIZE 64 64 CAPTIONS PER IMAGE 10 5
BATCH SIZE 32 32 EMBEDDING DIM 512 512

WORDS NUM 18 18

TABLE I: Parameters for our experiments for PDF-GAN.

CUB COCO
SSD ↓ CS↑ R ↑ CFID↓ SSD ↓ CS↑ R ↑ CFID↓

GT 72.07 69.83 21.26 0.00 72.68 68.30 69.26 0.00
AttnGAN 76.10 68.00 67.82 6.89 88.01 50.48 85.47 7.75
DM-GAN 75.51 69.03 72.31 3.04 86.62 51.10 88.56 6.25
DAE-GAN 76.61 68.93 85.45 4.16 87.98 51.88 92.61 17.11
DF-GAN 76.82 67.80 39.50 4.55 82.67 60.85 51.75 7.43

PDF-GAN 72.72 80.28 11.75 12.86 75.29 72.71 49.79 8.68

TABLE II: Text-image consistency results of SSD, CS, R and CFID on CUB and COCO. Best results for each metric are
highlighted.

between texts and image features in the semantic space (as
shown in Fig. 3 (a)), attaining a mutual balance between text-
image consistency and image quality.

V. EXPERIMENTS

We conduct two groups of experiments: 1) The first group
of experiments are performed on PDF-GAN to showcase the
feasibility of SSD for text-to-image task. It also suggests that
our SSD can be used to guide text-to-image model designing.
2) The second group is a series of simple experiments that
show the feasibility of SSDT for image captioning. These
experimental results reflect that the limitations of the existing
text-image consistency metrics can be alleviated by our SSD.

A. Experimental Setup for PDF-GAN

In our experiments, we evaluate our metric and method
on two datasets, CUB [10] and COCO [9]. The generated
images are judged by both text-image consistency metrics and
image quality metrics. For qualitatively evaluating the text-
image consistency, the proposed SSD is used and compared
with other popular metrics R [8], CS [12], and CFID [13]. For
a fair comparison, CFID is calculated from CLIP embeddings,
and all CLIP-based metrics, SSD, CS and CFID, are scaled
by 100 in our experiment. The standard metrics, Inception
Score (IS) [37] and Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [38], are
used to quantitatively evaluate the generated image quality. IS
was not used to evaluate COCO because it works not well
as indicated in [7], [39]. Specially, DF-GAN is also trained
with CLIP as encoders (DF-GAN+CLIP) by using its original
settings for comparison.

All the metrics are computed over 30K generated images.
We use the released models from competitors for the metric
calculation of text-image consistency, and directly adopt their
reported image quality results. The number of the aspect per
caption is set to 3, and the maximum number of words per
caption is set to 18.

The parameters used for our experiments on CUB and
COCO datasets are Table I.

B. Experimental Setup for Text Modification

For testing SSDT , we modify the original texts from CUB
dataset and use modified texts as toy examples for image
captioning task. The group of experiments “Cut Words” means
that we slice original captions and take them as fake captions
for Eq. (9) calculation and [∗ : ∗] indicates the slice we take.
The group of experiments “Replaces Words” mean that we
replace words in the caption and use them as fake captions. We
engage our HNSC to produce the replaced captions. Parameter
r means the ratio of the caption that we replace. We compare
our SSDT with image captioning metric CLIPScore [12]
(CS). We also deploy 30K text-image pairs for calculating
SSDT and CS.

C. Appraise SSD

We appraise our SSD by comparing it with CS, R and
CFID on AttnGAN [8], DM-GAN [20], DAE-GAN [22], DF-
GAN [7], DF-GAN+CLIP and our PDF-GAN. Quantitative
results are presented in Table II 3, and the generated examples
are visualized in Figs. 9-10.

As shown in Table II, R’s indirect measurement and highly-
dataset biased sampling generate even better scores for most
methods than GT, indicating its severe limitations. Leveraging
CLIP embeddings, CS can better reflect text-image consis-
tency. However, since CLIP may suffer from binding attributes
to objects [33], CS struggles to reflect precise semantics
consistency. E.g., it might lead that our PDF-GAN exceeds
GT in CS. Such drawback of CS can also be seen in Fig. 7
from our ablation studies, where the model failing to capture
precise semantics like ‘orange and white’ but obtains higher
CS. It can also been seen in Table. IV where modified captions
exceed CS on real captions.

CFID aims to measure the distance between images’ dis-
tributions approximately. If we compare the CFID scores in
Table II with the corresponding examples in Fig. 9, Fig. 10, it
is evident that CFID is not in line with the consistency. This is

3SSD, SS, dSV and TrSV are by 100 for better readability in this paper.
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CUB COCO
SSD ↓ SS ↓ dSV ↓ TrSV ↓ SSD ↓ SS ↓ dSV ↓ TrSV ↓

GT 72.07 72.07 0.00 0.00 72.68 72.68 0.00 0.00
AttnGAN 76.10 72.80 3.30 0.26 88.01 79.81 8.20 1.26
DM-GAN 75.51 72.39 3.12 0.19 86.62 79.56 7.06 0.90
DAE-GAN 76.61 72.43 4.18 0.36 87.98 79.25 8.73 1.55
DF-GAN 76.82 72.88 3.94 0.32 82.67 75.66 7.01 0.89

DF-GAN+CLIP 76.63 72.00 4.63 0.11 78.75 76.53 2.22 0.20
PDF-GAN 72.72 67.89 4.83 0.59 76.49 70.81 5.68 0.60

TABLE III: Results of SSD, SS, dSV and TrSV . Best results are highlighted as bold.

Cut SSDT ↓ SS ↓ dSV ↓ CS↑ CFID ↓ Rep SSDT ↓ SS ↓ dSV ↓ CS↑ CFID ↓
GT 72.08 72.08 0.00 69.80 0.00 GT 72.08 72.08 0.00 69.80 0.00
[1:] 72.81 71.55 1.26 71.13 2.01 r=0.05 78.46 73.77 4.69 65.58 9.22

[1:-1] 72.92 71.61 1.31 70.98 2.12 r=0.1 80.39 74.04 6.35 64.90 10.66
[2:] 76.05 72.50 3.55 68.75 2.01 r=0.6 92.17 76.43 15.74 58.93 25.93
[3:] 79.03 72.84 6.19 67.90 7.78

TABLE IV: Results of ‘Cut Words’ (‘Cut’ at right-hand side) and ‘Replace Words’ (‘Rep’ at left-hand side) experiments of
SSDT for CUB. SSDT , dSV , SS, and CS are scaled by 100 for readability. Results exceed GT are highlighted as bold.

pretty orange bird with black primaries and head 
and red bill and eye

this bird has wings that are yellow and has a black 
crown

this bird is red with white and has a very short 
beak

this bird has a green crown green primaries and a 
yellow belly

this is a blue bird with a white throat and a small 
pointy beak

this bird has wings that are blue and has a red 
belly

(1)Baseline

(2)+ 𝐿! + SProj

(3) + 𝐿! + SProj
+ 𝐿" + HNSC

(4) + 𝐿! + SProj
+ 𝐿" + HNSC
+ PFM (PDF-GAN)

(1)Baseline

(2)+ 𝐿! + SProj

(3) + 𝐿! + SProj
+ 𝐿" + HNSC

(4) + 𝐿! + SProj
+ 𝐿" + HNSC
+ PFM (PDF-GAN)
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Fig. 7: Generated examples of ablation studies. Generated
examples organized as SSD-descending order–Continuous.
Note that ablation task +Lc (CS: 71.76, SSD: 74.49) obtains
better CS but worse SSD than +HNSC (CS: 71.08, SSD:
73.68).

mainly because real images usually contain redundancies not
mentioned by texts which may however be not reacquired in
the generated images, causing unsuitable fist-moment term in
Eq. (7).

Our SSD mitigates the drawbacks of both CS and CFID.
As shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 that are organized in SSD
descending-order horizontally, text-image consistency can in-
deed be observed better from left to right. In contrast to
CS in Fig. 7, our SSD demonstrates clearly better semantic
consistency. Furthermore, since our SSD alleviates the dataset
bias, we can compare SSD across different datasets.

1) SS and dSV : We show that dSV has a significant con-
tribution when SS scores are similar. Since the other methods
may lead to high semantic bias, we take the results from our
ablation studies for a better demonstration. Quantitative results

70
72
74
76
78
80
82
84
86
88
90

1000 5000 10000 20000 30000

SS
D

Number of Samples

DM-GAN (CUB)
DM-GAN (COCO)
PDF-GAN (CUB)
PDF-GAN (COCO)

Fig. 8: SSD of DM-GAN [20] and PDF-GAN vs. different
number of samples.

of ablation studies are shown in Table VI and qualitative
results are shown in Fig. 7.

It can be observed that when our SSD is reduced, the
generated images tend to contain more consistent semantics
with the given texts. Fig. 7(1) does not obtain good text-image
consistency due to high semantic bias even with a low dSV .
When SS achieves a better level of about 69, dSV makes a
difference. As shown in Fig. 7(2)-(4), even with a similar SS,
the models with better SSD can lead to significantly better
text-consistent images. Note that task (3) with higher CS but
lower SSD and (4) with lower CS and higher SSD in Fig. 7,
task (4) are more consistent with the given texts, indicating
the importance of the correction brought by dSV .

2) dSV Vs. TrSV : We show additional experiments to
support that our SSD’s second-moment term (dSV ) is more
indicative of the major semantic variations than CFID’s
second-moment term (TrSV ). Notice that we exploit the di-
agonal part of C to calculate TrSV . We also display the first-
moment term (SS) of SSD for better readability. In Table III,
it clearly shows that TrSV and dSV have the same tendency
to reflect semantic changes, as they are equivalent. But, TrSV
cannot obviously represent semantic changes, while our dSV
can produce more significantly different indications.

3) Appraise SSDT : Table IV exhibits results of SSDT In
the first group of experiments, when we cut out the first word
and both first and last words, they have better CS scores than
ground truth (GT), suggesting that CS is quite limited. Our
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AttnGANDF-GAN PDF-GANDM-GANDAE-GAN

this bird is a color 
that is exactly in 
between red
and pink and has 
brown wings

this mainly green
and yellow
perching bird has 
two light wing bars 
and dark coverts

this bird has wings 
that are brown 
and has a grey bill

GT

SSDBad Good

Fig. 9: Examples for T2I synthesis by AttnGAN, DM-GAN, DAE-GAN, DF-GAN and our PDF-GAN on CUB.

AttnGAN DF-GAN PDF-GANDM-GAN

a lot of food
that is on top 
of a table

the woman is 
playing tennis 
on the court

a tall gated 
tower with a 
huge clock in 
the middle of it

a man is doing 
a trick on a 
skateboard

GT

SSDBad Good

Fig. 10: Examples for T2I synthesis by AttnGAN, DM-GAN,
DF-GAN and our PDF-GAN on COCO.

CUB COCO
IS ↑ FID ↓ FID ↓

AttnGAN 4.36 23.98 35.49
DM-GAN 4.75 16.09 32.64
DAE-GAN 4.42 15.19 28.12
MirrorGAN 4.56 18.34 34.71

SD-GAN 4.67 - -
TIME 4.91 14.30 34.14

DF-GAN 5.10 14.81 19.32
DF-GAN + CLIP 4.63 24.16 21.84

PDF-GAN 4.59 12.30 21.01

TABLE V: IS on CUB and FID on CUB and COCO.
Best and second best results are highlighted as bold and by
underlines, respectively.

SSDT ’s dSV can overcome this issue. It can be seen that
our SSDT gets worse as the modification progresses. CFID
gets the same tendency as SSDT because there are quite fewer
redundancies between texts, i.e., the images usually contain all
textual described information. This also indicates that the text-
image consistency evaluation is more difficult than image-text
consistency evaluation.

4) Stability of SSD: As shown in Fig. 8 we use different
numbers of samples for SSD calculation of DM-GAN [20]
and our PDF-GAN. It turns out that our SSD becomes stable
after more than 10K samples are used. Thus we recommend
using more than 10K samples for the SSD calculation.

D. Appraise PDF-GAN

If we examine SSD scores in Table II, all the methods show
better text-image consistency on CUB than that on COCO,
while our PDF-GAN achieves the best text-image consistency.
Meanwhile, PDF-GAN can maintain decent image quality,
achieving the best (12.30) and second best (21.01) in FID
on CUB and COCO, respectively.

As shown in Figs. 9-10, PDF-GAN can capture complex
and precise semantics while maintaining decent quality. For a
less complex dataset like CUB, our PDF-GAN surpasses 2.80
in SSD over the second best method while DF-GAN produces
high-quality but text-mismatched images; other attention-
based methods fail to capture detailed semantics. Moreover,
PDF-GAN can stably generate complex semantics in visual
(e.g. in Fig. 9 where the bird matches ‘exactly in red and pink’
and other highlighted phrases). The superiority of our PDF-
GAN is more evident on COCO. In comparison, DF-GAN and
DF-GAN+CLIP have more balanced results on both datasets
and may also produce high-quality images, but the overall text-
image consistency is not promising. Our proposed PDF-GAN
can capture the complex semantics and have 6.18 improvement
in SSD on COCO, suggesting our model is able to capture
complex semantics (see Fig. 10).

For better visualization, we illustrate semantic distributions
of fake images generated by our PDF-GAN and other models
by comparing with real images and texts as Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.
Our generated images obtain the semantic distribution closer
to given texts than other methods.

1) Ablation Study: We take CUB as one typical example
for ablative analysis. Our ablation study settings and results
can be seen in Table VI whilst examples are shown in Fig. 3
(b). Two findings are verified: 1) The semantic gap can cause
optimization conflicts between adversarial and semantic losses.
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Task CLIP Dg + Lg SProj Lc HNSC PFM Dl + Ll SSD ↓ SS ↓ dSV ↓ CS ↑ IS ↑ FID ↓
Baseline X 76.63 72.00 4.63 59.94 4.50 24.16
+ Lg X X 75.59 69.55 6.04 68.10 4.63 14.69
+ SProj X X X 74.10 68.77 5.33 70.70 4.81 15.55
+ Lc X X X X 74.49 68.45 6.04 71.76 4.58 14.78
+ HNSC X X X X X 73.68 68.67 5.01 71.03 4.61 14.41
+ PFM
PDF-GAN X X X X X X X 72.72 67.89 4.83 73.63 4.59 12.30

TABLE VI: Ablation settings and ablation study results of different components on CUB. All components are added
cumulatively as shown in Table VI. Note experiment +Lc uses random samples for Lc calculation.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

AttnGAN
DM-GAN
DAE-GAN
DF-GAN
PDF-GAN
Real Image
Real Text

Fig. 11: TSNE map of CLIP embeddings of generated images
by AttnGAN, DM-GAN, DAE-GAN, DF-GAN, and our
PDF-GAN compared with real images and texts on CUB.
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Real Image
Real Text

Fig. 12: TSNE map of CLIP embeddings of generated images
by AttnGAN, DM-GAN, DAE-GAN, DF-GAN, and our
PDF-GAN compared with real images and texts on COCO.

2) Using random samples from the dataset or the training batch
may prevent discriminators from learning precise semantics.
Overall, these two issues could be well tackled by the proposed
SProj and HNSC.

Reported in the first group of experiment of Table VI,
brutally adding semantic perceptual loss can improve image
quality, but may not significantly improve text-image consis-
tency due to the semantic gap. Specifically, the decrease of SS
is accompanied by a significant increase of dSV , indicating
when the semantic distribution of generated images gets closer
to the texts, its distribution form is likely to be distorted. SProj
can strengthen the Lg’s supervision, forcing the model to be
further optimized in semantics without sacrificing the image
quality. As shown in Fig. 3 (b)(2), SProj with semantic per-
ceptual loss benefits capturing more semantic details, easing
semantic distribution distortion of generated images.

The second group shows that contrastive loss Lc may
deteriorate text-image consistency if random mismatched texts
are given. The scores of SSD, dSV , and IS get worse when
this loss is added. However, HNSC can mitigate this issue
by offering stable and controllable hard-negative sentences
as mismatched samples. It pushes the discriminators to learn
more semantic differences between positive and hard negative
texts, thus improving the model’s capability in capturing
precise semantics through reducing semantic distribution dis-
tortion of generated images, as seen in Fig. 3 (b)(3) and Fig. 7.
It also eases the degradation in IS and improves FID.

2) Sensitivity Analysis of λ: We conduct a sensitivity anal-
ysis for λ in the LG in Eq. (14). As shown in Table VII,

SSD ↓ SC ↑ IS ↑ FID ↓
λ = 1 79.26 67.38 4.82 14.13
λ = 10 72.72 80.28 4.59 12.30
λ = 20 72.86 81.60 4.91 14.73

TABLE VII: Sensitive analysis for λ.

small λ causes degradation of text-image consistency because
the optimization step size is too small. We then recommend
setting a reasonably large value for λ because our SProj can
constrain the optimization of LG.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a novel metric SSD to better
evaluate text-image consistency. Both theoretical analysis and
empirical investigation show that SSD can indeed reflect
the semantic consistency in text-to-image generation. We also
design a novel framework called PDF-GAN along with two
plug-and-play modules that can further enhance the text-image
consistency. Experiments on benchmark datasets confirm the
effectiveness of SSD as well as the advantages of PDF-GAN
both qualitatively and quantitatively.
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(a) this bird is yellow with
black and has a long pointy
beak

(b) this bird has brown
plumage and a white ring at
the base of its long curved
brown beak

(c) a gorgeous blue bird with
black secondary wings and
tail

(d) a large bird with a gray
coloring and long beak

(e) this bird has wings that
are brown and has a silver
bill

(f) this bird has wings that
are brown and has a long bill

(g) this bird has wings that
are blue and has a red belly

(h) the crown of the bird
has distinctive tones of white
and brown

(i) a large brown bird that
has large and beak that pink
color pointed downward end
of the tip

(j) the small bird has a yel-
low underbelly dark colors
on top and a small head with
a beak

(k) this a brown bird that is
large and a hooked bill with
a little black in the wing

(l) a large brown bird with
long wings and a white line
around the base of blunt
black beak

(m) this bird has wings that
are brown and has a long bill

(n) this bird has a black
crown as well as a white
rump

(o) this grey black bird has
a long narrow bill with a
bright red orange in its pri-
maries

(p) a bird with a hooked bill
and white breast and belly

(q) this bird has a blue
crown brown primaries and
a brown belly

(r) this bird has a yellow
belly a bright yellow outer
rectrices and a brown crow

(s) a large bird with a brown
coloring and thick beak

(t) this bird has a purple
crown grey primaries and a
purple belly

(u) this colorful bird has col-
oring around it s beak the
nape and wing of the bird is
blue

(v) the bird has a white belly
and brown striped wings and
head

(w) this particular bird has
a black breast with metallic
blue wingbars

(x) this shiny black bird has
yellow eyes a pointed bill and
a silvery shine to its wings

(y) a bird with purple head
and small beak iridescent
blue feathers covering the
throat and back

(z) an exotic has beautiful
mixture pastel colors from
orange on the transitioning
yellow the gray on the wings

() this is a brownish red bird
with a black and white crown
and darker brown pink white
feathers

() this small bird has a small
black bill with red black
white and grey colored wings
and flank

() the bird has a black body
long black wings and a blunt
black beak

() this is a blue bird with a
white eye and a pointy beak

() the bill of the bird is short
puffy and a distinctive red
color

() a blue bird with a pointed
beak with red and grey col-
oring on it s throat and belly

() this bird is black and blue
in color with a large stubby
and curved beak

() this is a black bird with a
long tail feather and a white
beak

() a bright yellow bodied col-
ored bird with a black crown
and red eyes and a pink bill

() this particular bird has a
belly that is yellow and or-
ange

() a yellow bird with black
and white striped wings
black throat and bill

() this bird has a grey throat
with green belly and green
undertail coverts

() mall yellow and black bird
with long black tarsus and
medium black beak

() this bird is a small bird
with a white belly brown
wings and small orange beak

() this bird is black and blue
in color with a sharp beak
and black eye rings

() a small blue bird with
green primaries and a short
bill

() this is a solid brown bird
with webbed feet and a long
slightly hooked bill

() this bird has a golden
brown crown with a yellow
chest

() the bird has a white eyer-
ing and a small red bill

() this bird has a brown
crown brown primaries and
a white belly

() this mainly green and yel-
low perching bird has two
light wing bars and dark
coverts

() this bird has wings that
are brown and has a white
belly

() this short chubby white
bird has striped black legs
and a black tail

() this beautiful blue bird
has a narrow beak and a long
tail

() this bird has wings that
are brown and has a long bill

() this particular bird has a
mostly blue body with a yel-
low crown

() this is a bird with a white
belly and breast and grey
wings and head

() this is a smaller s crown
are blue and green and it has
a white belly and breast

() this a orange beak and
neck with white throat and
breast with dark gray crown
nape and wings

() this has a that is majority
white an pink tinted crown
and bill that is blue and or-
ange

() a tiny bird having grey re-
trices a lime green flank and
side and forest green crown

() this bird has a bright and
vibrant yellow crown with
black coloring on its eyes

() this bird has a orange
crown as well as a black
rump

() this bird has yellow
coverts and crown with an
overall color of gray

Fig. 13: More examples produced by PDF-GAN on CUB.

(a) a close up of a plate of
food containing broccoli

(b) large tree with wooden
picnic bench in wilderness
area

(c) a picture of a boat that
looks like a car in the water

(d) a crowd gathered around
a person standing next to a
bed

(e) the zebras are grazing out
in the field of grass

(f) a small yellow plane is fly-
ing in the air

(g) a skier jumps over a
mound of snow in a snowy
mountain top

(h) a variety of fruit is dis-
played in a market

(i) a catcher kneeling at the
mound waiting for a baseball

(j) trees ring a cathedral
with clock tower and elabo-
rate turrets

(k) an image of meat and
veggies on a white plate

(l) the sun sets over the trees
beyond some docks

(m) a batter on a baseball
field in mid swing with a
catcher and an umpire be-
hind him

(n) two cats staring out a
window at a squirrel

(o) a group of elephants
walking across a grass cov-
ered field

(p) a train going through a
station during the day

(q) many small motorbikes
are parked along the street

(r) three motorcycle police-
man driving on a sidewalk
with pedestrians

(s) two men walking through
a crosswalk at night

(t) blue and white street sign
next to an open park

(u) a bear has just taken a
dip in the water

(v) a young man performing
a skate board trick at sunset

(w) a sign showing direction
and the name of the street

(x) an old area with a tod-
dler toilet is sitting idly

(y) three surfers in wetsuits
going in to the ocean

(z) two people laying on surf
boards in the ocean

() a store that has their lights
on in the dark of the night

() a woman in a window ei-
ther taking a picture or video
taping something outside

() a household kitchen of
some sort during the night

() a display of various floral
arrangements at a wedding

() a woman balances over the
snow in skis

() a nice european city with
some towers in it

() fuzzy palm tree and clock
town on wide town street

() a sign is shown on the side
of a road

() a wet city street in
evening with brick building
and street lamps

() an overhead view of a
landscape from a plane

() two people are flying kites
in the grass

() a building that is reflect-
ing another building on its
side

() a dining room with table
chairs windows and doors

() the two people stand on
the snow in skis

() opposing teammates play-
ing a game of soccer on the
field

() traffic lights on the road
showing the street

() a baseball batter in red
and white on a baseball field

() a train stopping at the
train station at night

() a small bird standing next
to a small netted fence

() a man in red snowsuit on
skis next to trees

() a tall four sided clock
tower on the end of a build-
ing

() a picture of the sun setting
in the trees

() a duck walking across a
dry grass covered field

() a bicycle parked next to a
flooded river

() some cars an intersection
and some traffic lights and
snow

() the boats are lined up at
the dock on the water

() a green yard has a little
bench and brick fence

() a skateboarder trying to
do a trick

() a silver train going across
a long bridge

() a person riding a surf
board on a small wave

() a plant that is in the sun-
light inside of the vase

() a crowd in a city on a
sunny day

() a cgi living room filled
with black furniture

() some very pretty horses in
a grassy field

Fig. 14: More examples produced by PDF-GAN on COCO.
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